
The Stitch TV Show is the first online quilt talk show, founded in August 2015 
for technology-savvy quilters seeking community and a way to expand their 
quilting skills and knowledge. Join friends and co-hosts Lynn Rinehart and 
Pam Cobb as they chat about current topics in the quilting world, quilt design 
and techniques, and fun stories about their quilts. 

Local quilt shops with an internet connection and television in your shop, can 
stream episodes and invite quilters to gather for a combination stitch-in and 
watch party. Each talk show episode features two topics in the quilting world, 
which could relate to upcoming classes or products in your shop; episode 
numbers and topics are below. Go to YouTube.com/TheStitchTVShow and 
search for the episode number to find the video.

The following list is current as of October 2018. Please note some of our episodes have been sponsored 
by companies in the quilting and sewing industry. Email us at info@thestitchtvshow.com with questions.
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THE STITCH TV SHOW FOR QUILT SHOPS

319 Baby quilt ideas, and things to consider 
when making quilts for babies

321 Bag making basics
205 Basting
105 Batting basics
319 Batting revisited (bagged or from the bolt)
201 Benefits of joining a guild
403 Big stitch hand quilting
309 Binding basics
407 Binding revisited: preferred binding width, 

managing odd angles
211 Block of the month programs
311 Borders
213 Buying fabric for your stash
308 Common sizes for scrap systems, and lead-

ers and enders
224 Pre-cut fabrics cost-benefit analysis
211 Creating portraits in quilts
312 Custom quilting
324 Dealing with accidentally different size 

blocks
311 Decorative trims and embellishments
210 Defining neutrals in quilting
111 Designing quilts from scratch
220 Hanging quilts
303 Half square triangle techniques
304 Digital fabric printing
206 Documenting quilts with labels, journals, 

and appraisals
310 English paper piecing
106 Entering quilt shows

208 Ergonomics
105 Fabric panels, and tips for using them in 

quilts
303 Fabric postcards
224 Free motion quilting tips on a domestic ma-

chine
405 Fusible applique
322 Fussy cutting fabrics
202 Games quilters play
318 Good projects for travel
407 Go-to quilt patterns for fast turnaround
207 Greige goods
216 Hand piecing
406 Hand stitching and embroidery
322 How and when to use specialty stitches on 

sewing machines
221 How pattern testing works
217 How should I quilt this? Pt 1
222 How should I quilt this? Pt 2
401 How should I quilt this? Pt 3
203 How to make the most out of a quilt show
316 How to price quilts for sale
218 How to square up quilts
204 Interview with Frances Dowell, quilt fiction 

author
306 Ironing vs pressing
219 Left handed quilting
305 Lighting in the sewing room
302 Longarm quilting tips
321 Low volume quilts
316 Making quilts for men

EPISODE GUIDE
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205 Marking quilts
212 Measuring progress in quilting to calculate 

value and accomplishment
306 Mindfulness in crafting
312 Neutral colors
305 Non-traditional quilt backs
301 Non-traditional materials in quilting
313 One patch quilts
110 Online classes
107 Organizing your stash
106 Paper piecing
320 Paper piecing revisited
214 Personalizing quilts
323 Picking alternate colorways to patterns
107 Piecing quilt backs
404 Popular sizes for quilts
202 Quick gifts to sew
220 Quilt Market, what it is, what it means
101 Quilt museums
223 Quilt show judging results from our quilts
103 Quilt-alongs
404 Quilting a large quilt on a domestic machine
315 Quilting antique tops
213 Quilting apps
307 Quilting as you go method
110 Quilting class ettiquette
408 Quilting “bucket lists”
102 Round robin quilts
308 Ruler work in quilting
403 Sampler quilts
206 Scissors
309 Selvage use in quilting
212 Sewing curves
209 Sewing machine needles
320 Speciality rulers vs regular rulers
104 Starching and stabilizing fabric
104 Strip quilts
324 Surface design in art quilts
304 Survey results: favorite precuts
314 Survey results: favorite applique methods
223 Color value in fabric selection
317 Therapy blankets (weighted & fidget quilts)
108 Thread
405 Thread sketching and thread painting
406 Three color quilts and color theory
103 Tips for packing for a retreat
107 Traditional vs modern quilt designs

214 Transforming precuts in quilting (so they 
don’t look like their original shapes)

313 Trapunto
215 Ugly fabric, and how to make it look good in 

quilts
103 Using quilt blocks in purses and totes
408 Walking foot quilting
307 Washing and caring for quilts
323 What makes a good quilt shop (and how to 

find them)
105 What not to say when you are gifted a quilt
102 What to consider when buying a longarm
301 What to do when you’re not inspired
109 What to do with UFOs
315 What to look for in a sewing machine for 

piecing
302 What to look for in buying quilt patterns or 

books


